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Research Activities
We have been exploring the applicability of domain modeling techniques to manage the
complexity of an integrated architecture for a software-intensive system-of-systems such as the
GreenLight instrument. Modeling plays an important role in all requirements engineering
activities, serving as a common interface to domain analysis, requirements elicitation,
specification, assessment, documentation, and evolution. Models can help in defining the
questions for stakeholders and surfacing hidden requirements. Ultimately, the requirements have
to be mapped to the precise specification of the system and the mapping should be kept up to date
during the evolution of requirements or the architecture.
In Year 1, our first efforts focused on identifying the set of stakeholders for the Instrument and
capturing a preliminary set of requirements regarding data management, which were crucial in
Year 2 for identifying green experiments that would help us relate energy consumption with the
utilization of the various resources made available by the GreenLight instrument. By means of a
sequence of working meetings with other PIs and their team members, we identified two classes
of system-related data producers: the communication infrastructure and the underlying physical
computing infrastructure; and classes of environment data producers (e.g., cooling fans, cold
water intake, temperature sensors, etc.). On the other hand, there are more classes of data
consumers with requirements as diverse as reading CPU temperature at 10ms intervals, to
optimizing cooling fans air flow at minute granularity, to measuring PDU phases per rack and
building live depictions of the power load of the Instrument.
As part of an ongoing iterative process, in Year 2 the data collection and management
requirements were checked for errors such as incompleteness, contradictions, ambiguities,
inadequacies in respect to the real needs – which all can have negative effects on the system
development costs and the quality of the resulting product.
We used UML-style diagrams to build models and capture critical elements regarding the power
utilization of the Instrument and its constituents. Through an agile development process, we
continuously incorporate the new requirements and derived models into an integrated architecture
for a cyberinfrastructure foundation for the Instrument. For this purpose, in Year 2, we developed
models for the supporting infrastructure of the GreenLight instrument, in terms of heat
exchangers, fans, power distribution units, water intake from campus infrastructure, etc. These
models are used to identify proper data models and schemas for long-term storage of
measurements and further analysis of power usage and heat distribution trends related with
specific experiments running on the instrument.
Based on these models, in Year 2, we have been developing architecture for monitoring energy
and heat related aspects to help with correlating energy expenditures of our experiments. For this
purpose, we identified four sensor classes related with the monitoring instrumentation available in
the GreenLight box. These classes group together sensors based on their interfacing capabilities,
namely SCADA, SNMP/AVOCENT, IPMI, WS/XML. Orthogonally, sensors are grouped into
classes based on their measurement capabilities, such as temperature, fan speeds, humidity, water
flow, power (volts, amps, watts), etc. The intersection of these sets of classes helps us identify the
correct mechanisms to retrieve the data from the sensors and understand their semantics, which
are crucial for correlating different measurements from all around the GreenLight Instrument into
a coherent dataset. All measurements are archived into a relational database for later analysis.
Using these measurement capabilities, we have also been working on means for tailoring and
providing the collected data to various stakeholders of the project. For this purpose, we devised a

set of web-based interfaces that provide various live or historical analysis capabilities. These
interfaces were grouped under the GreenLight Infrastructure Management & Performance
Evaluation (GLIMPSE) portal depicted in Figure 2 below (http://169.228.3.178/bbdata/live.php).
Figure 2: Overview of the vital parameters of the GreenLight Instrument through
GLIMPSE portal.

This overview page provides a quick overview of the real-time state of the entire Instrument. On
the top left, the environmental data displayed includes the temperature of the water used to cool
the equipment inside the instrument (both intake and outflow), along with the average
temperature and humidity inside and outside the box. The left box depicts current power
consumption of the computing and networking infrastructure measured inside the Instrument
(which is used to perform the actual experiments) versus the overall power consumption of the
entire box (which includes heat exchangers, fans, monitoring system, and does not contribute
directly to any computation, but is necessary to maintain the system working properly). The main
part of the interface depicts the state of the heat exchanges situated in between the IT equipment
racks. Each heat exchanger contains five horizontal slices with pairs of fans in each slice. The
round dials from the interface depict the speed of the fans (in percents); for instance, the left
bottom one spins fast pointing to an increased airflow to chill down the computing equipment
located in its proximity. The overlay depiction of the GreenLight box, points to the exact location
of the fans, which aids the operator in locating faulty or overheating equipment. The red bars
underneath the fan dials point to the current temperature measured near the respective fan slice.
For instance, on the top right side, the top slice of the Heat Exchanger #6 reports a higher than
average temperature, pointing to possible high load computations.
In addition to the overview page, the GLIMPSE portal provides quick overviews of historical
data using spectrograms. A spectrogram is a compact representation of a large data set from
multiple sensors that can be used to pinpoint regions of interest in the data set for further detailed
analysis. We have been developing such spectrograms for environmental data and overall power
consumption to help researchers narrow down the huge amount of data to investigate in relation
with particular experiments.

For instance, the spectrogram to the left points to the past 24h temperatures as measured by the
sensors of the heat exchangers in relation with the eight racks of the Instrument. Variations in

temperature can be quickly identified along with their exact spatiotemporal location. They may
also point to exact moments and locations of heavy computation, malfunctions of cooling
equipment (fans or heat exchangers), or aggressive use of storage resources (e.g. swapping
because of high memory usage, storage or massive amounts of data, etc).
Besides environmental data, the GLIMPSE spectrograms are extremely useful to pinpoint spikes
in the power usage of the computing equipment, either because of experiments or hardware
malfunctions. They also help researchers plan their experiments to avoid huge power drains that
may potentially trip the breakers designed to avoid costly overloads.
In addition, we have also been developing an integrated analysis and reporting capability for
historical power data with up to a minute resolution. Researchers have access to per asset zoomable graphs that illustrate power usage spikes, trends, and averages to help pinpoint high load
experiments and activities that can be optimized by shifting to algorithms for optimized hardware
architectures, such as FPGAs or GPGPUs. They also allow operators to quickly identify faulty
power supplies when graphs of redundant power supplies show an imbalance or complete shift of
power from one supply to the other. This is of significant interest for high-density storage units,
where power failures could lead to massive data corruptions/loss. A snapshot of such capability is
illustrated in the figure below, where thumper-2-ps1 and thumper-2-ps2 represent the redundant
power supplies of such data storage equipment.

Figure 4: Detailed power usage analysis through the GLIMPSE portal
We have also been working on resource models for the GreenLight resources (e.g., CPUs, virtual
machines, physical nodes, storage elements, etc.). The models are then used to define classes of
resources that may share or have dependencies in their usage policies and scheduling algorithms
(e.g., scheduling of virtual machines on the actual physical machines and between physical
machines).

In parallel with the monitoring and reporting capabilities, we have also been working on models
and implementation for a Proteomics research platform to enable bioinformatics scientists to
define specialized mass-spectrometry analysis workflows and execute them on the GreenLight
Instrument. These models are relevant for inferring relationships between particular proteomics
tools, resource utilization models, and energy utilization in response to their execution. The
results drive an upcoming design for a computational mass spectrometry cyberinfrastructure by
optimizing computing architectures in relation with the proteomics experiments intended to be
executed (e.g., using general purpose CPUs vs. GPGPUs with specialized adaptations of the
proteomics algorithms), the communication bandwidth required for transporting the data between
the processing nodes, and centralized or distributed storage infrastructure (e.g., exploiting the data
locality principles that apply to data intensive algorithms). In Year 2, we were able to incorporate
FPGA augmented architectures into our infrastructure and are working on making them
seamlessly available to proteomics experiments. We are also investigating a port of core
proteomics algorithms to the GPGPU architecture, using nVidia CUDA framework on top of dual
GTX295 cards.
The result of our activities, in the long run, will be a loosely coupled service-oriented architecture
(SOA) that integrates multiple hardware and software components of the instrument and enables
dynamic resource management through specific policies enforced by pluggable entities. This
translates into on-demand monitoring and control of the GreenLight Instrument. In effect, the
SOA will become a principled way for accessing the resources offered by the instrument under
energy and other quality of service policies.
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